SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  Michael A. Guadagno, of Monmouth Beach.
  John L. Call, Jr., of Moorestown.
  Jeanne T. Covert, of Moorestown.
  Marianne Espinosa, of Summit.
  Robert J. Brennan, of Morris Township.
  James F. Hyland, Jr., of East Brunswick.
  Walter Koprowski, Jr., of Verona.
  Thomas J. LaConte, of Wayne.
  Thomas L. Weisenbeck, of Morris Township.
  Verna G. Leath, of South Orange.
  Colleen A. Maier, of Wenonah.
  John T. Mullaney, Jr., of Middletown.
  Ned M. Rosenberg, of West Caldwell.
  Siobhan A. Teare, of East Orange.
  Menelaos W. Toskos, of Waldwick.
  John J. Langan, Jr., of Allendale.
  Richard W. English, of Oakhurst.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY SPORTS AND EXPOSITION AUTHORITY:
  Michael H. Gluck, of Skillman, to replace Reverend Dr. David Jefferson, Sr., Esq.

Nominations Notice of Intention:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  Paula T. Dow, of Willingboro.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJu:

TO BE THE BRIGADIER GENERAL OF THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD:
  Colonel John DiNapoli, of Cherry Hill.

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  John L. Call, Jr., of Moorestown.
  Jeanne T. Covert, of Moorestown.
  Richard W. English, of Oakhurst.
  Marianne Espinosa, of Summit.
  Menelaos W. Toskos, of Waldwick.
  Michael A. Guadagno, of Monmouth Beach.
  Ned M. Rosenberg, of West Caldwell.
  John T. Mullaney, Jr., of Middletown.
  James F. Hyland, Jr., of East Brunswick.
Nominations Received and Referred to SJU: (cont’d)

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
   Colleen A. Maier, of Wenonah.
   John J. Langan, Jr., of Allendale.
   Thomas J. LaConte, of Wayne.
   Siobhan A. Teare, of East Orange.
   Walter Koprowski, Jr., of Verona.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL POLICY REVIEW BOARD:
   Robert S. Strong, of New Vernon, to replace Mayor Jordan Glatt, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONMOUTH COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Aleathea E. Riley, of Long Branch.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
   David R. Tag, of Lindenwold.
   Gary Rubin, of Elizabeth.
   Todd L. Emmons, of Voorhees.
   Geoffrey Dubrowsky, of Brick.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE THOMAS A. EDISON STATE COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
   Marilyn R. Pearson, of Somerset.

TO BE THE MERCER COUNTY DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF ELECTIONS:
   Nathaniel Walker, of Trenton.

TO BE THE MERCER COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF ELECTIONS:
   Catherine DiCostanzo, of Hamilton.

Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
   Michael A. Guadagno, of Monmouth Beach.
   John J. Langan, Jr., of Allendale.
   Thomas L. Weisenbeck, of Morris Township.
   Menelaos W. Toskos, of Waldwick.
   Siobhan A. Teare, of East Orange.
   Ned M. Rosenberg, of West Caldwell.
   John T. Mullaney, Jr., of Middletown.
   Richard W. English, of Oakhurst.
   Verna G. Leath, of South Orange.
   Robert J. Brennan, of Morris Township.
   Thomas J. LaConte, of Wayne.
   Walter Koprowski, Jr., of Verona.
   James F. Hyland, Jr., of East Brunswick.
   Marianne Espinosa, of Summit.
   Jeanne T. Covert, of Moorestown.
   John L. Call, Jr., of Moorestown.
   Colleen A. Maier, of Wenonah.

Nominations Withdrawn:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
   Paula T. Dow, of Maplewood.

Bills Introduced:

S1964   Addiego,D   Process server assault-upgrade penal.  REF SJU
S1965   Addiego,D   Exec. co superintendent of sch off-elim.  REF SED
S1966   Greenstein,L  Nonpub. tech. initiative aid-reinstate  REF SED
S1967   Greenstein,L  Nursing home-energy improvement reimb.  REF SHH
S1968   Greenstein,L  Sheriffs-enforce truck weight limits  REF STR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S1969  Greenstein,L  Special needs trust-allow contrib deduct  REF SHH
S1970  Greenstein,L  HPV vaccine-req. insur. to cover  REF SCM
S1971  Turner,S  Housing codes-corp. viol, enhance penal.  REF SCU
S1972  Allen,D+6  Tenure charges-filed, bullying students  REF SED
S1973  O'Toole,K  Inter-fac. transfers-estab hosp protocol  REF SHH
S1974  Buono,B  Charter sch-submit salary info, cert emp  REF SED
S1975  Cardinale,G  Fire equipment-concerns purchase  REF SSG
S1976  Le sniak,R/Madden,F  Horse slaughter-prohibit  REF SEG
S1977  Scutari,N  Marijuana 50 grams or less-decriminalize  REF SJU
S1978  Scutari,N  Uninsur. and underinsur.-concerns limits  REF SCM
S1980  Greenstein,L  Env infrastructure proj, 2013-approp fds  REF SEN
S1981  Whelan,J  Env Infrastructure Trust-expend cert sum  REF SEN
S1982  Van Drew,J/Ruiz,M+1  New Home Buyer's Bill of Rights-publish  REF SCU
S1983  Van Drew,J  St. veh.-reduce number  REF SSG
S1984  Van Drew,J  Vader's Law-harming cert dogs revise law  REF SEG
S1985  Van Drew,J/Cunningham,S+1  Telemarketing fraud investigation unit  REF SED
S1986  Van Drew,J  Telephone svc., cert.-concerns  REF SED
S1987  Van Drew,J  Raffles-estab. max. lic. fees and admin.  REF SCM
S1988  Van Drew,J/Ruiz,M  Telemarketers-display name and number  REF SCM
S1989  Van Drew,J  Medical bills-standarize  REF SHH
S1990  Van Drew,J  Artificial reef-fishing gear restriction  REF SEN
S1991  Van Drew,J  Nursing sch-cred for mil. medic training  REF SCM
S1992  Van Drew,J  Uncollected taxes-reduce appropr. reserve  REF SCU
S1993  Van Drew,J  Memb. fees- phases out sales tax  REF SBA
S1994  Van Drew,J  Distinguished Flying Cross-lic. plate  REF STR
S1995  Van Drew,J  Skinner's & Michelle's Law-early release  REF SLP
S1996  Van Drew,J/Oroho,S  Transfer inheritance tax-elim.  REF SBA
S1997  Greenstein,L  Traffic signal, Hamilton Twp-$400K  REF STR
S1998  Greenstein,L  Enduring Freedom-tuition-free enrollment  REF SHI
S1999  Thompson,S  Co. or mun. ethics bd-concerns complaint  REF SCU
S2000  Vitale,J  Surplus prop., Woodbridge Twp-sale auth.  REF SSG
S2001  Vitale,J  Sterile syringe access prog.-estab.  REF SHH
S2003  Vitale,J/Thompson,S  Hosp. asset transformation prog.-concern  REF SHH
S2004  Van Drew,J  Designated driv. mv lic. plate-estab.  REF STR
S2037  Gill,N  Elderly relative, home care-tax deduct.  REF SHH
S2038  Gordon,R  Env Infrastructure Trust-approves plan  REF SEN
SJR54  Gordon,R  Asian Pacific Amer Heritage Mo-design May  REF SGR

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

S323 ScaSaSc (3R)  Whelan,J/Oroho,S+10  Co. clerk-create id cards for cert. vets  (31-0) (Whelan)
S981 ScaSaScSa (3R)  Lesniak,R/Scutari,N+1  Special probation statute-amend  (27-0) (Lesniak)
S1323 ScaSa (2R)  Whelan,J  Casino gaming regulation-makes changes  (28-0) (Whelan)
S1565 ScaSaSa (2R)  Lesniak,R/Whelan,J  Internet wagering, AC casinos-permits  (27-0) (Lesniak)
S1566 ScaSaScSa (3R)  Lesniak,R/Buono,B+2  Resid. Foreclosure Transformation Act  (22-0) (Lesniak)
S1599 Sa (1R)  Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+1  Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth  (26-0) (Vitale)
S1914 SaSa (2R)  Sweeney,S  Loc. tax levy cap-provisions of svs.  (27-0) (Sweeney)
S1925 SaScSa (SCS/1R)  Smith,B/Sweeney,S  Solar renewable energy prog.-revises  (23-0) (Weinberg)

Bills Transferred:

S642  Kean,T/Allen,D+2  Jessica Lunsford Act-assault on child  FROM SJU TO SLP

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S508  Bucco,A.R/Singer,R  Child, foster care-religious upbringing  FROM SHH
S735  Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J+8  Cosmetic med procedure tax-phase out  FROM SBA
S744  Sarlo,P/Ruiz,M  Mentally defective-replaces term  FROM SJU
S1582  Bucco,A.R  Substance abuse prev. prog.-estab.  FROM SED
Co-Sponsors Added:

S51   (Holzapfel,J; Pou,N; Thompson,S; Weinberg,L)   St. Song:"I'm from NJ"
S714   (Van Drew,J)    Commissions maintain meeting minutes-req
S775 Sca (1R) (Lesniak,R; Pennacchio,J) Alex DeCroce's Law-crime victims' rights
S1030   (Weinberg,L)    Sexual Assault Victim's Bill of Rights
S1122 Sca (1R) (Bucco,A.R.; Singer,R)   SPRS memb.-purch. cred. prior mil. svc.
S1304 (Gill,N) St & pub contracts-proh cert. investment
S1534 (Cunningham,S) Priv., pub. colleges-land use approvals
S1750 (Lesniak,R)    Drunk driv. offens-revise penal.
S1755 Sca (1R) (Lesniak,R) Adult Guardianship, Jurisdiction Act
S1813 (Lesniak,R) PERS-concerns accidental disab. benf.
S1867 (Lesniak,R) ID theft victim-cease debt collection
S1899 (Turner,S) Affordable housing devel. fees-concerns
S1900 (Whelan,J) Mun.-concerns St. aid
S1933 (Buono,B) Discrimination in comp.-concerns
S1972 (Addiego,D; Beck,J; Oroho,S; O'Toole,K; Thompson,S; Vitale,J) Tenure charges-filed, bullying students
S1982 (Cunningham,S) New Home Buyer's Bill of Rights-publish
S1985 (Ruiz,M) Telemarketing fraud investigation unit
SCR27 (Pou,N) Clemente, Roberto-MLB retire number 21

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

S600   (Ruiz,M) Special ed. prog.-task force to study

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S600   (Ruiz,M) Special ed. prog.-task force to study
S1131 (Beach,J) Police/Firefighter Home-buyer Asst. Act
S1569 (Buono,B) Undergrad. resid tuition-proh. cert incr
S1838 (Van Drew,J) Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

S1599 Sa (1R) (Buono,B) Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth

The Senate President has made the following appointment:

*Effective May 21, 2012

New Jersey Commission on Capital Budgeting and Planning:

Senator Steven V. Oroho (24).

The Senate adjourned at 4:05 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, May 31, 2012 (SESSION).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A2979 Chiusano,G/Coutinho,A+1 Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund REF AAP
A2980 Chiusano,G/Coutinho,A Mv. cert.-DUI applies REF ALP
A2981 Prieto,V Meadowlands Responsible Devel. Prog. REF AHO
A2982 Burzichelli,J St. Lottery winners-anonymous for 1 yr. REF ARG
A2983 Vainieri Huttle,V Home-school ed children-med. exam req. REF AED
A2984 Vainieri Huttle,V Abandoned child support pymts.-concerns REF AJU
A2985 Wagner,C Hairstyling svcs.-permits chair rental REF ARP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A2986    Wagner,C    After Sch. Prog Support Fund-pilot prog.   REF AED
A2987    Fuentes,A/Coutinho,A+2    Atty. solicitation letters-limitations   REF AJU
A2988    Fuentes,A    Elec. generating fac., cert.-concerns   REF ATU
A2989    McHose,A/Burzichelli,J    Sch dist-min. geographic cost adjustment   REF AED
A2990    Milam,M    Distinguished Flying Cross-lic. plate   REF ATR
A2991    Schepisi,H/Angelini,M    Drug addiction assess.-req. mandatory   REF AJU
A2992    Cryan,J    Admin. political committees-concerns   REF ASG
A2993    Benson,D/DeAngelo,W    Ex-svc. memb., cert.-prov. unemp. benf.   REF AMV
A2994    Conaway,H    DOBI emp-prov. 2 yr post-emp restriction   REF AFI
A2995    Burzichelli,J    Veterinarians-prov written prescriptions   REF ARP
ACR151    Fuentes,A/Coutinho,A+1    Clemente, Roberto -MLB retire number 21   REF AT A
ACR152    Handlin,A/Casagrande,C+4    Leg auth to take judges' contrib-clarify   REF AJU
AR86    Conaway,H    Corp. campaign spending-oppose   REF ASG

Motions:

A2007      Singleton,T/Schaer,G    St tax expenditures-report, disclose req   To Aa (McHose)
A2007      Singleton,T/Schaer,G    St tax expenditures-report, disclose req   To Table (Prieto) (Voice)
A2142    Caputo,R/Johnson,G+8    Tanning beds-minors proh.   To Aa (McHose)
A2142    Caputo,R/Johnson,G+8    Tanning beds-minors proh.   To Table (Greenwald) (44-32-0)
S1761    Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+10    PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act   To Aa (McHose)
S1761    Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+10    PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act   To Table (Greenwald) (47-32-0)

Bills Passed:

A495    Aca (1R)    Albano,N/Wilson,G+4    Dano's Law-threats against animals   (78-0-0)
A578 Aca (1R)    Wagner,C/Chivukula,U+15    Good Samaritan Emerg. Response Act   (67-8-4)
A598 Aca (1R)    Spencer,L/Caputo,R+3    Sch. dist vol-crim hist record check req   (78-0-0)
A638 Aa (1R)    Rumpf,B/Conaway,H+13    Hooked on Fishing-Not on Drugs-estab (75-0-0)
A699    Ramos,R/Wagner,C    PANYNJ prop.-pymts. in lieu of taxation (48-30-1)
A792 Aca (1R)    Munoz,N/Green,J    Inter-fac. transfers-estab hosp protocol (74-0-0)
A1218 Aca (1R)    Moriarty,P/Bramnick,J+16    Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh. (78-0-0)
A1238 AcaAcaAca (3R)    Moriarty,P/Conaway,H+3    Digital copy machine records-destruction (51-28-0)
A1335 Aca (1R)    Greenwald,L/Caputo,R+1    Marriage and civil union lic.-concerns (44-33-1)
A1351    Rible,D/Wagner,C+1    Bingo games-removes lic. req.   (75-0-0)
A1456    Gusciora,R/Spencer,L    Mun court-clarify auth, suspend driv lic (78-0-0)
A1459 Aca (1R)    Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+1    Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises (50-27-1)
A1527    Burzichelli,J/Quigiano,A    Watershed Prop. Review Bd.-concerns (71-4-2)
A1534    Burzichelli,J/Quigiano,A+2    Pollution Prev. Act-DEP conduct analysis (72-4-2)
A1543 Aa (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+2    Revised Uniform Limited Liability Co. Act (77-1-0)
A1582 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V    Autocab-prov. finan responsibility proof (65-12-0)
A1608 Acs (ACS)    Bramnick,J/Coughlin,C+18    Janet's Law-concerns defibrillators (78-0-0)
A2007    Singleton,T/Schaer,G    St tax expenditures-report, disclose req (47-31-0)
A2023 Aca (1R)    Dancer,R/Wilson,G+2    Horse slaughter-proh. (72-3-0)
A2029    Russo,D/Rumana,S+5    Honor and Remember Flag-desig. St. flag (75-0-0)
A2125 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Chivukula,U+1    CATV-elim. advance price decrease notice (77-0-1)
A2142    Caputo,R/Johnson,G+8    Tanning beds-minors proh.   (58-7-13)
A2162    Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+10    Min. wage-incr. to $8.50 (46-33-0)
A2289 Aca (1R)    Diegnan,P/Connors,S+4    Mental health prof. cert-civil actions (78-0-0)
A2316 Aca (1R)    Chivukula,U/McKeon,J+3    Mun. shared svcs. energy auth.-estab. (74-1-3)
A2380 Aca (1R)    Johnson,G/Schroeder,R+7    Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-concerns (78-0-0)
A2504    Prieto,V/Vainieri Huttle,V    Meadowlands Conserv. Trust-tax contrib. (76-1-0)
A2584 Aca (1R)    Ramos,R/Caputo,R+1    Admin permit application viol-correction (77-1-0)
A2610    Dancer,R/Burzichelli,J+1    Mobile gaming devices-rules/regulations (76-0-0)
A2652 Aca (1R)    Eustace,T/Singleton,T+2    Workers' comp claimants-bans charging (77-0-0)
A2676 Aca (1R)    Caride,M/Schaer,G+9    Lance Corp. Osbany Montes De Oca Bridge (77-0-0)
A2712    Barnes,P/Benson,D    Manslaughter-upgrades crime (78-0-0)
A2741 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+1    Loc. pub. bid documents-concerns (77-0-0)
A2882 Aca (1R)    Milam,M/Mosquera,G+2    Vet.-concerns prof., occupational lic. (76-0-0)
ACR37 Aca (1R)    Barnes,P/McKeon,J+3    DEP rules estab. waiver-not leg. intent (47-31-0)
ACR147    Vainieri Huttle,V    Special Response Unit-move, Atty General (50-23-3)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

AR48 Munoz,N/Tucker,C+2 Yellow ribbons display-honor mil. troops (75-0-0)
AR66 Oliver,S/DMaio,J+7 Youth Corps-honors and salutes (79-0-0)
S945 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak,R/Bateman,C+4 Tigers-impose req, prevent illegal trade (76-0-2)
S1322 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+11 Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent (45-33-0)
S1761 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+10 PANJNJ Transparency, Accountability Act (81-0-18)

Bills Substituted:

A1011 Aa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Wagner,C+10 PANJNJ Transparency, Accountability Act SUB BY S1761
A2200 Aca (1R) Chivukula,U+4 Tigers-impose req, prevent illegal trade SUB BY S945 (3R)
S945 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak,R/Bateman,C+4 Tigers-impose req, prevent illegal trade SUB FOR A2200 (1R)
S1761 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+10 PANJNJ Transparency, Accountability Act SUB FOR A1011 (1R)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A266 Aa (1R) Schroeder,R/O'Donnell,J Solar panels-req fire dept. notification (Schroeder)
A733 AcaAaAa (3R) Eustace,T/Schepisi,H+4 Health care fac.-disposal of medications (Eustace)
A745 Aa (1R) Barnes,P/Johnson,G+1 Inmates, prescription meds-fac. prov. (Barnes)
A1289 Aa (1R) Jasey,M/McKeon,J+3 Soil contamination-inc loc pub contract (Jasey)
A1465 AcaAa (2R) Gusciora,R/Carroll,M+14 Marijuana-decrim. possession, 15 grams (Gusciora)
A1844 Aa (1R) Diegnan,P MV liab. insur. coverage-concerns (Diegnan)
A2105 AcaAa (2R) Coughlin,C/Quijano,A Criminal impersonation-clarifies (Coughlin)
A2575 AcaAaAa (3R) Burzichelli,J/Ramos,R Casino gaming regulation-makes changes (Riley)
A2646 Aa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Gusciora,R Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth (Vainieri Huttle)

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A2698 McHose,A St. sch. aid-concerns FROM AED
AR71 Riley,C Glass products-purch instead of plastic FROM AEN

Co-Sponsors Added:

A238 (Eustace,T) Nonpub. tech. initiative aid-reinstate
A274 (Handlin,A) St. loc appointees-concerns PERS elig.
A296 (Handlin,A) Leg. duties, cert-take leave w/out pay
A300 (Handlin,A) PERS-allows elected off., waive coverage
A495 Aca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Dono's Law-threats against animals
A522 (Brown,C,A) St. Song:"I'm from NJ"
A529 (McKeon,J) Hist. bldgs., structures-concerns leases
A576 (Schaefer,G; Caride,M; Vainieri Huttle,V; Sumter,S; Wimberly,B) Marsellus Street Bridge, Bergen Co.;$10M
A578 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P; Vainieri Huttle,V) Good Samaritan Emerg. Response Act
A598 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P; Mosquera,G; Wimberly,B) Sch. dist vol-crim hist record check req
A629 (Brown,C,J) Vet. affordable housing-concerns
A631 (Brown,C,A) Armed Forces, Natl. Guard-returning memb
A638 Aa (1R) (Wimberly,B) Hooked on Fishing-Not on Drugs-estab
A652 (Brown,C,A) Illegal aliens-impose hiring sanctions
A709 (Eustace,T) Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking
A710 (Eustace,T) St. bldgs., new-green or blue roofs req.
A711 (Eustace,T) Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules
A712 (Eustace,T) New bldg constr-incl. green or blue roof
A713 (Eustace,T) Blue or green roofs-finan. assist. prog.
A1126 (Eustace,T) Voting regis.-concerns age
A1218 Aca (1R) (Brown,C,J; Mosquera,G; Rudder,S) Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.
A1238 AcaAcaAa (3R) (Mosquera,G; Ramos,R) Digital copy machine records-destruction
A1247 (Mosquera,G; Gusciora,R; Eustace,T) PANJNJ Commissioners-impose restrictions
A1335 Aca (1R) (Mosquera,G) Marriage and civil union lic.-concerns
A1339 (Amodeo,J; Brown,C,A) Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A1343 (Brown,C,A) Fishing gear, artificial reefs-proh.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A1459 Aca (1R) (Chivukula,U)  Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises
A1465 AcaAs (2R) (Eustace,T; Sumter,S)  Marijuana-decrim. possession, 15 grams
A1484 (Spencer,L)  Core Curriculum Content Standard Council
A1534 (Mosquera,G)  Pollution Prev. Act-DEP conduct analysis
A1543 Aca (1R) (Diegnan,P)  Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act
A1597 (Eustace,T; Wagner,C)  Energy Tax Receipts Prop. Tax Relief
A1608 Acs (ACS) (Lampitt,P; Wisniewski,J; Wimberly,B; Chivukula,U; Conaway,H)  Janet’s Law-concerns defibrillators
A1803 (Lampitt,P)  Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.
A2027 (Handlin,A; Coutinho,A; Spencer,L; Russo,D; DeCroce,B)  Jessica Lunsford Act-assault on child
A2029 (Benson,D; Rudder,S; McHose,A; Brown,C.J.; Gove,D)  Honor and Remember Flag-design. St. flag
A2092 (Spencer,L)  Vet.-concerns housing
A2093 (Gusciora,R)  Disab., sr. cit. victimization-crime
A2125 Aca (1R) (Diegnukula,P)  CATV-elim. advance price decrease notice
A2136 (Gusciora,R; Spencer,L; Prieto,V; Caputo,R)  NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib.
A2140 (Spencer,L)  Unemp. comp. overpayments-repayment
A2144 (Caputo,R)  Prepaid debit acccts., cert.-limits fees
A2146 (Munoz,N)  St & pub contracts-proh cert. investment
A2162 (Mosquera,G; DeAngelo,W)  Min. wage-incr. to $8.50
A2258 (Rudder,S; Coughlin,C; Moriarty,P)  Ticket sales-revises law
A2289 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P; Sumter,S; Gusciora,R)  Mental health prof, cert.-civil actions
A2293 (Wolfe,D)  Janet’s Law-concerns defibrillators
A2316 Aca (1R) (Wolfe,D; McGuckin,G; Webber,J)  Mun. shared svcs. energy auth.-estab.
A2380 Aca (1R) (Wimberly,B)  Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-concerns
A2412 (Wolfe,D; McGuckin,G; Russo,D)  Safe Playing Fields Act
A2495 (Webber,J)  Unused sick leave-proh. pymt. at retire.
A2590 Acs (ACS) (Wimberly,B; Burzichelli,J)  Tamper-resistant opioid drugs-make list
A2610 (McHose,A)  Mobile gaming devices-rules/regulations
A2628 (Jasey,M; Johnson,G; Amodeo,J; Brown,C.A.)  Adult Guardianship, Jurisdiction Act
A2652 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P; Mosquera,G)  Workers’ comp claimants-bans charging
A2679 (McHose,A)  DOT roadside memorial prog.-estab.
A2708 (Eustace,T)  Tipped workers-incr. min. wage
A2741 Aca (1R) (McHose,A)  Loc. pub. bid documents-concerns
A2744 (Diegnukula,P; Caride,E; Egan,J; Milam,M; Caputo,R)  NJHOPE credit-prov.
A2756 (Amodeo,J; Brown,C.A.)  Surviving spouses-prov. workers’ comp
A2830 (Mosquera,G)  Opportunity Scholarship Act
A2869 (Kean,S)  Special ed. students-placement
A2876 (Rible,D; Rumana,L; Angelini,M; Kean,S; Brown,C.A.; Brown,C.J.; Wolfe,D; Dancer,R; Chiusano,G; Clifton,R; O’Scanlon,D; Casagrande,C; Rumpf,B; Gove,D; Schroeder,R; Simon,D; Munoz,N; McHose,A; Bramnick,J; DiMaio,J; Ciattarelli,J; Handlin,A; DeCroce,B; Carroll,M; Amodeo,J; Bucco,A.M.; Russo,D; Peterson,E; McGuckin,G)  Env infrastructure proj, 2013-approp fds
A2877 (Coughlin,C; Rudder,S; Rible,D; Angelini,M; Rumana,S; Schroeder,R; Scheplis,H; Kean,S; Brown,C.A.; Brown,C.J.; Wolfe,D; Dancer,R; Chiusano,G; Clifton,R; O’Scanlon,D; Casagrande,C; Rumpf,B; Gove,D; Simon,D; Munoz,N; McHose,A; Bramnick,J; DiMaio,J; Ciattarelli,J; Handlin,A; DeCroce,B; Carroll,M; Amodeo,J; Bucco,A.M.; Russo,D; Peterson,E; McGuckin,G)  Env Infrastructure Trust-expend cert sum
A2882 (Amodeo,J; Brown,C.A.; Moriarty,P)  Vet.-concerns prof., occupational lic.
A2892 (Amodeo,J; Brown,C.A.)  Mil spouses, teaching lic.-temp. cert.
A2921 (Wagner,C; Eustace,T; Giblin,T; Caputo,R)  St. aid to mun.-concerns
A2972 (DeAngelo,W)  Commission of College Tuition-estab.
A2978 (DeAngelo,W)  Winery-pub info on Dept of Agric website
A2979 (Bucco,A.M.)  Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund
A2993 (Giblin,T)  DEP rules estab. waiver-not leg. intent
ACR130 (Eustace,T; Wagner,C)  Tax income exceeding $1M-prop tax relief
ACR131 (Amodeo,J)  Prop. tax relief, reform-Leg. consider
AJR33 (Caputo,R; Coughlin,C)  Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-desig. May
AJR34 (Caputo,R; Coughlin,C)  Colorectal Cancer Awareness Mo.-March
AR18 (Brown,C.J.)  Children’s Outdoor Bill of Rights
AR48 (McHose,A; Benson,D)  Yellow ribbons display-honor mil. troops
AR66 (Cryan,J; Fuentes,A; Wilson,G; Chivukula,U)  Youth Corps-honors and salutes
AR79 (DeAngelo,W)  Independent contractor-misclassification

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A1056 (Giblin,T)  Pub. sch instruction, US vet contrib-req
A2474 (Giblin,T)  Energy tax rev.-concerns
A2877 (Coughlin,C)  Env Infrastructure Trust-expend cert sum
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1056  (Giblin,T)  Pub. sch instruction, US vet contrib-req
A1456  (Spencer,L)  Mun court-clarify auth, suspend driv lic
A1483  (Spencer,L)  Victim-Witness Scholarship Fd.-estab.
A1485  (Spencer,L)  Gun Court Pilot Prog.-estab, Passaic Co.
A1942  (Simon,D)  Pub. emp.-proh. annual bonuses
A1943  (Webber,J)  Loc. govt. emp-proh. terminal leave comp
A2092  (Prieto,V)  Vet.-concerns housing
A2093  (Spencer,L)  Disab., sr. ct. victimization-crime
A2141  (Prieto,V)  Minorities, women-constr. training
A2573  (Diegnan,P)  Tara's Law-community care resid.
A2663  (Wilson,G)  Post-traumatic stress, mil.-sentencing
A2712  (Benson,D)  Manslaughter-upgrades crime
A2739  (Wagner,C)  Special ed. prog.-estab. stability plan
A2768  (DeAngelo,W)  Telecommunications company-outage refund
A2822  (DeAngelo,W)  Retrofitted Green Bldg. Tax Cred. Act
A2844  (DeAngelo,W)  Police off, cert-estab tuition cred prog
A2858  (DeAngelo,W)  Mun emp early retire incentive prog-estab
A2895  (Wagner,C)  Off-track wagering fac. supplies-rebate
A2905  (Lampitt,P)  Physician workforce data-DHSS coordinate
A2919  (Mosquera,G)  Security, Finan. Empowerment Act-creates
A2943  (Burzichelli,J)  Executor-auth control, online accts.
A2963  (Wagner,C)  Black bears-proh. feeding
A2975  (Ramos,R)  Loc. tax levy cap-provisions of svc.
ACR57  (Simon,D)  Vet. prop. tax deduction-incr. to $500
ACR113  (Giblin,T)  Devel. disab. resid.-sports betting rev.
ACR147  (Sumter,S)  Special Response Unit-move, Atty General
ACR152  (Casagrande,C)  Leg auth to take judges' contrib-clarify
AJR13  (Wagner,C)  Bone Marrow Donation Awareness Mo.-May
AJR33  (Prieto,V)  Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-desig. May
AJR34  (Prieto,V)  Colorectal Cancer Awareness Mo.-March
AJR65  (Angelini,M)  Turner Syndrome Awareness Mo.-desig Feb.
AR59  (Riley,C)  Finan. literacy-undergrad. req. course
AR77  (Milam,M)  St. Dept. website-post commemorations

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2991  (O'Scanlon,D)  Drug addiction assess.-req. mandatory

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A271  (Simon,D)  Elected off.-inelig. health care benf
A303  (Giblin,T)  MV offenses-permits mun. to sell veh.
A699  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  PANYNJ prop.-pymt. in lieu of taxation
A725  (Coughlin,C)  Export Promotion Tax Credit Act
A938  (Mosquera,G)  Domestic viol. statutes-expands
A1247  (Ramos,R)  PANYNJ Commissioners-impose restrictions
A1456  (Chivukula,U)  Mun court-clarify auth, suspend driv lic
A1551  (Coutinho,A)  Adverse possession-concerns
A1569  (Coughlin,C)  Wind energy fac. devel.-allow tax credit
A2092  (Coughlin,C)  Vet.-concerns housing
A2125  Ac2 (1R)  (Benson,D)  CATV-elim. advance price decrease notice
A2199  (Mosquera,G)  Kulesh Kubert Bolis Law-cell phone viol.
A2255  (Giblin,T)  Purple Heart Mem. Vet. Hwy.-desig. Rt.42
A2302  (Quijano,A)  Special probation statute-amend
A2316  Ac2 (1R)  (Diegnan,P)  Mun. shared svcns. energy auth.-estab.
A2421  (Wagner,C)  Sch survey student participation-consent
A2474  (Giblin,T)  Energy tax rev.-concerns
A2712  (Amodeo,J)  Manslaughter-upgrades crime
A2718  (Wagner,C)  Trans., Haz. Walking Routes Act
A2768  (Milam,M)  Telecommunications company-outage refund
A2792  (DeAngelo,W)  Pub. bldg. energy efficiency-prov.
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2895   (Eustace,T) Off-track wagering fac. supplies-rebate
A2979   (Schaer,G) Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund
A2989   (Chiusano,G) Sch dist-min. geographic cost adjustment
A2991   (Bucco,A.M.) Drug addiction assess.-req. mandatory
A2993   (Eustace,T) Ex-svc. memb, cert.-prov. unemp. benf.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A598 Aca (1R) (Ramos,R) Sch. dist vol-crim hist record check req
A720   (Quijano,A) St. emp. comp.-direct deposit req.
A740   (Mainor,C) Youth mentoring prog.-establish grant prog.
A1218 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.
A2023 Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Horse slaughter-proh.
A2029   (Rible,D) Honor and Remember Flag-design. St. flag
A2652 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Workers' comp claimants-bans charging
A2712   (Chiusano,G) Manslaughter-upgrades crime
A2768   (Albano,N) Telecommunications company-outage refund
A2892   (Wisniewski,J) Mil spouses, teaching lic.-temp. cert.
A2895   (Giblin,T) Off-track wagering fac. supplies-rebate
A2979   (Scheepisi,H) Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund
A2991   (O'Scanlon,D) Drug addiction assess.-req. mandatory

Fourth Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2708   (DeAngelo,W) Tipped workers-incr. min. wage

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A450   (Quijano,A) Cyberbullying-restrict internet access
A1225   (Lampitt,P) MV accidents resulting in death-concerns
A1543  Aa (1R) (Ramos,R) Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act
A2007   (Mosquera,G) St tax expenditures-report, disclose req
A2143   (Quijano,A) For-profit hosp.-report cert. info, DHSS
A2146   (Vainieri Huttle,V) St & pub contracts-proh cert. investment
A2652 Aca (1R) (Coughlin,C) Workers' comp claimants-bans charging
A2712   (Brown,C.A.) Manslaughter-upgrades crime
A2877   (Coughlin,C) Env Infrastructure Trust-expend cert sum
A2891   (Lampitt,P) Vet. EMT training-concerns certification
A2895   (Dancer,R) Off-track wagering fac. supplies-rebate
ACR37 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) DEP rules estab. waiver-not leg. intent

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1543 Aa (1R) (Moriarty,P) Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act
A2146   (Quijano,A) St & pub contracts-proh cert. investment
A2292   (Quijano,A) Pine Barrens treefrog-design St Amphibian

Seventh Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2830   (Green,J) Opportunity Scholarship Act

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S945 ScaScaAca (3R) (Chivukula,U) Tigers-impose req, prevent illegal trade
S1322   (McKeon,J) Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent
S1761   (Vainieri Huttle,V) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1322   (Chivukula,U) Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent
S1761   (Wagner,C) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act
Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1322 (Stender,L) Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 (McHose,A) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1322 (Barnes,P) Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 (Ramos,R) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1322 (Gusciora,R) Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 (Handlin,A) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1322 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 (Wisniewski,J) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S945 ScaScaAca (3R) (Gusciora,R; DeAngelo,W; Quijano,A; Cryan,J) Tigers - impose req, prevent illegal trade  
S1322 (Benson,D; Conaway,H; Diegnan,P; Jasey,M; Ramos,R; Wimberly,B; Wagner,C; Eustace,T; O'Donnell,J) Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 (Eustace,T; Schaer,G; Caride,M; Caputo,R; Connors,S; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Giblin,T; Coughlin,C; Schepisi,H) PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

The Assembly adjourned at 7:31 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, June 7, 2012 (QUORUM, Committee groups “A” and “B” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

S1322 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+11 Greenhouse Gas Initiative - clarify intent  
S1761 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+10 PANYNJ Transparency, Accountability Act

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (05/21/2012):

None